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OUR SOLUTION

When a large health system was in search of billing and 
collections for workers’ compensation and insurance 
accounts receivable resolution (A/R), they turned to 
HGS. The successful partnership has expanded to 
include resolution of the client’s secondary Insurance 
A/R, as well as additional support during acquisitions 
as the system grew. This relationship has evolved—
with HGS now a trusted partner for consultative 
solutions and design thinking, including analytics and 
automation projects that deliver bottom-line results for 
the client.  As one prime example, today we provide 
financial analytics as a service to this client, which has 
undergone several major acquisitions, to help deliver 
business insights that have improved the client’s 
financial recovery on this A/R by more than 80%, while 
nearly doubling 30-day collection rates,

AT A GLANCE

Delivery Location: Hyderabad

Services: Analytics as a Service

FTEs: 13

Partnership Start: Analytics Design 
and Deployment as of August 2018
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How We Do It
With a thriving partnership started in Workers’ Compensation accounts 
receivable (A/R), the client increasingly called upon HGS to deliver tasks 
that positively impacted bottom-line savings and efficiencies. A great 
example of this work has been meeting the client’s significant challenges 
with collecting outstanding claims from payers. The client knew of HGS’s 
success deploying analytics-as-a-service propensity models to drive 
end-to-end lifecycle efficiencies, for providers and payers alike. HGS 
conducted a deep dive of the client’s challenges to develop a model that 
presented insights about propensity to pay for claims, targeting a better 
work process, payer focus, and faster turnaround time.
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HGS’s predictive model estimated and ranked payment collection 
likelihood by claim and payer, aiming to: 

• Improve the rate of collection by guided focus based on claim 
attributes.

• Save effort and time spent on the overall collection process.

• Increase the amount collected and speed of recovery by prioritizing 
high-value and high-propensity claims.

HGS extracted multiple features from various sources/tables to create 
the predictive model. Model features addressed claims characteristics 
such as patient demographics and payer detail, service providers within 
the hospital, payer payment and transaction detail, claim duration, and 
follow-up duration, and detailed denial information from HIPAA 835 files.

Business Result
Before HGS’s deployment of this model, the client was collecting 
approximately 11-15% of payments on a monthly basis. HGS now collects 
15-20% of funds owed to the provider on a monthly basis as a result of 
using this model. The additional gain comes from reduction of days sales 
outstanding (DSO) for those claims with higher collection opportunity. 
The faster turnaround time and decreased claims loss ratio have resulted 
in an enhanced 30-day collection rate. Due to increased cash and faster 
collections, the client views HGS as a provider of real outcomes.
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About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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LOOKING AHEAD
As a result of faster collections from the HGS’s propensity-to-pay approach, the client is now rolling this 
HGS proprietary model out to two other internal provider systems within the client network. With this 
analytics-as-a-service showcase model, HGS has achieved a true trusted partner status.
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